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Abstract

The behavior of vacuum arcs during VAR processing is known to impact product yield and contribute to ingot defects. Ampere Scientific’s VARmetric™ system has demonstrated non-invasive detection of the spatio-temporal properties of vacuum arcs, including the detection of side-arcing conditions, by utilizing measurements of the magnetic field external to the furnace.

Here we present an analysis of spatio-temporal arc distributions measured by VARmetric™ on a production VAR furnace. Analysis of the arc over different timescales provides new insights into the operating characteristics of VAR furnaces, and on how power is transferred to the molten pool. For example, even under similar steady state operating conditions within a given melt, we have identified significantly different arc distributions, information that may be useful in further understanding the characteristics of the molten metal pool.

Introduction

Vacuum Arc Remelting (VAR) is a key step in the production of specialty metals and alloys that increases homogeneity and reduces defects in the remelted ingot. VAR is frequently used with Ni- and Ti-based alloys for high-performance applications, including aerospace rotating systems. In this process, the input material (electrode) is gravity fed into a water-cooled crucible within a vacuum chamber, with melting energy provided by a vacuum arc that is sustained between the electrode and the output material (ingot). The heating from the vacuum arc causes molten material to drip off the electrode tip into the molten portion of the ingot.

In most furnaces, the quality of the metals produced by VAR furnaces and the safety of the remelting process are controlled to the extent that is possible with real-time process measurements. The current, voltage, and vacuum pressure are controlled to follow a designated “melt profile” with a fixed melt rate. Melt rate control is commonly applied with a ramp up time at the beginning of the melt, a ‘steady-state’ period, and a low power period at the end of the melt. The melt rate is usually controlled by the current input to the furnace with feedback from a load cell that monitors the weight of the electrode. The voltage across the furnace and measurement of the ‘drip-short’ frequency may be used to monitor the size of the gap between the electrode and the ingot [1]. While the process measurements can provide a standard baseline from which to compare different melts, they do not provide enough information to accurately predict solidification-related defects in the forming ingot.

Furthermore, these standard process measurements are unable to detect side-arcs in real-time. Side-arcs are a safety-critical condition during VAR due to the high reactivity of the processed materials and the large amount of energy applied. Most furnaces are equipped with video cameras to monitor the annulus between the electrode outer wall and the crucible inner wall, and operators monitor the annulus during melting for side-arcs. A stirring coil is commonly applied, which generates axial magnetic fields that are thought to confine arcs to the bottom of the electrode and induce stirring in the molten pool. These approaches are still not completely effective in preventing or reacting to side-arcs.

The discussion of these problems and the presented work requires a clear definition of the vacuum arc. The arc is the total electrical discharge between the electrode (cathode) and the ingot (anode), and is sustained by a metal vapor plasma formed by the vaporization and ionization of the electrode. Discreet cathode spots constitute the main current transfer mechanism, while a lesser diffuse current transfer is associated with the plasma. The cathode spots provide concentrated joule heating to the electrode in an area of 10-100 µm with current densities around 10⁶ A/m², and carry approximately 70 A per spot depending on the material [2]. For a furnace operating above 10 kA, there may be over 100 simultaneous cathode spots. These spots may group together into clusters, which have been observed to carry 380 Amps within a 3cm diameter, but at any given instant the cathode spots and groups only cover a small portion of the electrode [3]. While this arc distribution is non-uniform and composed of discreet cathode spots instantaneously, the distribution is continuous over longer time periods and is commonly found in a diffuse or constricted mode. Constricted arcs were linked to the formation of material defects in nickel alloys, but the preferential mode of arcing may depend on the material and furnace properties [4].

To enhance VAR process monitoring, Arc Position Sensing (APS) technology was developed at the National Energy Technology Laboratory (NETL) with funding provided by the Specialty Metals Processing Consortium (SMPC) [5]. Because there are multiple sources, the single-arc method of APS locates the centroid of the arc distribution rather than the locations of individual cathode spots or cathode spot groups [6]. This technology is now commercialized in Ampere Scientific’s VARmetric™ system. The system is non-invasively attached to a VAR furnace and determines the position of the arc centroid in real time. Additionally, the information obtained can be used to approximate the power input to the ingot during VAR to assess melt profiles, for example, as a solidification modeling input. Previously reported results have shown notable variations in ingot side wall solidification rates due to observed variations in the arc distribution [7]. We also show that the measurements provide a mechanism to monitor the furnace for side-arcing conditions.

Methodology
The non-invasive arc position sensing is based on the relationship between current density and magnetic flux density vectors as described in equation 1, the Maxwell-Ampere Law:

$$\nabla \times \vec{B} = \mu \left[ \vec{j} + \frac{\partial \vec{D}}{\partial t} \right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where the arcs are considered current sources, \( \vec{J} \), which exist inside the furnace and magnetic flux density vectors, \( \vec{B} \), are measured at a distance outside of the furnace. As can be seen in equation 1, the relationship between current and magnetic fields also depends on the magnetic permeability of the medium, \( \mu \), and a time varying electric displacement, \( \frac{\partial \vec{D}}{\partial t} \). VAR furnaces are typically constructed of materials having a relative permeability of 1, simplifying the solutions to equation 1. VAR furnaces are also usually DC powered so time varying electric fields can be neglected. Finally, since our interest is at the relatively slow time scales of melting and solidification, the arc can be considered as being stationary at an instant in time. This last assumption is almost certainly violated by an individual cathode spot. However, the average of several cathode spots, an arc centroid, will tend to produce slowly varying magnetic fields outside of the furnace, as has previously been reported [8]. To solve equation 1, the Finite Element Method (FEM) is utilized. A 3D CAD of the furnace is generated which considers the furnace’s physical geometry, namely the crucible and electrode dimensions and the positions of the sensors relative to those components. In the FEM modeling, possible arc locations and ingot heights are simulated to generate a database of expected magnetic fields as they relate to defined furnace states. The number of furnace states to consider depends on the details of the furnace, but in general the number of computations required can be greatly reduced by considering principles of symmetry and superposition. Still, running an FEM model is not computationally practical for real time VAR application, so a reduced order model is implemented. The reduced order model is based on equation 2, the Biot-Savart Law.

$$\vec{B}(r) = \frac{\mu_0}{4\pi} \int \frac{J d\vec{s} \times \hat{r}}{|\vec{r}|}$$ \hspace{1cm} (2)

where \( \vec{B}(r) \) is the magnetic field vector at point in space, representing a sensing point, and the arc is a line source of current carrying \( J \) amps. The \( r \) represents a distance vector from the source to the sensing point. \( \mu \) is the permeability in vacuum, which has a relative permeability of 1. The equations can be further reduced and generalized via some parameters by considering only a single arc and treating the arcs as straight line sources pointed in the axial direction within the arc gap. The resulting two equations for the tangential (\( B_t \)) and radial (\( B_r \)) components of the magnetic field in the polar coordinate system are shown in equations 3 and 4.

$$B_p = m_r J \left( \frac{\sin(\theta)}{d} \right) - a$$ \hspace{1cm} (3)

$$B_t = m_t J \left( \frac{\cos(\theta)}{d} - b \right)$$ \hspace{1cm} (4)

The location of the arc and the locations of the sensors are both input to the FEM modeling, which solves for the magnetic fields at the sensing points, and the results are then used to determine the coefficients, \( m_r \), \( m_t \), \( a \), and \( b \) for each sensor. The inverted forms of these equations are then applied in APS to calculate arc locations in the furnace during melting. This parameter based estimation approach is referred to as the single arc method, and the arcs can be deterministically located on the electrode surface, as shown by the red dot in figure 1. This may also represent the centroid of multiple arcs centered around this point, as shown by the dotted red line in figure 1. There are some errors associated with parametrizing the system, but these errors tend to be small, and are also systematic such that corrections can be made [9]. The APS technology utilized is exclusively licensed to Ampere Scientific as part of NETL’s electric current locator IP. Notably, the technique also applies to the location of any number of arcs using a superposition based form of equations 3 and 4 and multiple sensing points. The interest in this study is the arc distribution for the overall melt profile, and we show the single arc method provides a convenient means of analyzing this. Locating multiple arcs in real time is under development, and can be expected to provide more accurate arc distributions at shorter time scales than evaluated in this study.

In order for the arc to be located with just two components of the magnetic field, the location of the electrode gap must be known. This is estimated using existing melt rate data and ram position data. While the vertical component of the magnetic field, \( B_z(z) \), contains information about the vertical location of the arc in the furnace relative to the sensor, it is also strongly influenced by the details of side wall currents. With this consideration, \( B_z \) is not used in arc position sensing in order to avoid any dependence on assumptions made about the side wall current. However, \( B_z \) fields are still useful in determining the existence of side-arcs in the furnace, where an arc transfers current directly between the electrode and the crucible wall, rather than traveling through the ingot. Notably, if the arc gap between the electrode tip and the ingot is aligned with sensor, \( B_{zA}(z = 0) = 0 \) regardless of arc motion within the gap; however, the sensors may be located above or below the arc gap where this term is non-zero. The addition of a side-arc above this plane introduces a new component to the magnetic field, \( B_{zA} \), that is non-zero in the plane so by superposition, \( B_z(z) = B_{zA}^{zA}(z) + B_{zA}^{zA}(z_2) \), where \( z_2 > z_1 \). \( B_{zA} \) also depends on the angular location of the sensor relative to the side-arc, \( \theta \), so that by measuring \( B_z \) with a ring of sensors, side-arcs generate a distinct change that can be separated from the magnetic field generated by arcs within the arc gap, \( B_{zA}^{zA} \). Thus, side arc detection works by flagging changes in the \( B_z \) field patterns over short time durations.

A VARmetric™ measurement system was deployed on a production-scale VAR furnace at ATI Specialty Alloys &
Components for a series of melts, including three different crucible sizes. Melts in the same crucible were subject to the same melt profile. The steady state melting was monitored by multiple rings of sensors to continuously locate the arc centroid. Figure 2 shows a picture of a sensing rings undergoing calibration, and attached sensing rings to a production VAR.
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Figure 2 – Left: A single ring of the VARmetric™ measurement system undergoing calibration pre-installation. Right: VARmetric™ installed on a production furnace, with multiple rings to measure the arc as the ingot grows in the furnace.

The furnace current, voltage, ram position, and magnetic fields were sampled with VARmetric™ at 3 kHz and averaged down to 120 Hz for analysis. The ingot height throughout the melt is calculated using the ram position measurement, the size and density of the electrode, and the size of the crucible. A total of 6 melts are presented, with 2 melts in a 17” diameter crucible, 2 melts in a 20” diameter crucible, and 2 melts in a 23” diameter crucible.

The single arc method of APS also allows for an indirect approach to determine the diameter of the arc. This relies on the assumption that during the melt, the diameter of the arc must cover the full surface of the bottom of the electrode to transfer the electrode material into the molten ingot. The requirement is assumed to hold during the melt within a growth period for the ingot, which is limited by the extent of the concave or convex shape of the bottom of the electrode. We assume that this distance is approximately 1” for the melts presented here. The 90th percentile radius of the arc distribution centroid is used to set the arc diameter over each growth period, which is the difference between the radius of the electrode and the radius of the arc.

Results and Discussion

Figure 3 shows a direct comparison of the magnetic fields produced by the model and of those experimentally observed on the furnace, normalized by the current input to the system. The magnetic signal arising from the arc in the tangential and radial directions around the furnace is strongest at the plane of the sensor, but decreases away from the sensor. VARmetric™ uses multiple rings of sensors at different vertical planes to constantly measure the arc as the arc gap moves up the furnace. The magnetic fields measured by two different sensors are shown, illustrating how the signal from the arc is overlapped. It is also clear that the experimental signals are notably weaker than those expected by the model. This is due to two main factors. First, it is expected that there are multiple arcs present, and the more arcs there are the more confined results for the single arc method will be in space. Second, the plasma current is generally more diffuse, yielding more centered distributions than expected by cathode spot current alone. Related to this phenomenon, prior studies have shown that nearly 50% of the input current may not travel into the ingot [10]. Under such conditions, in general, it is expected that the radial position of the determined arc location is slightly reduced, but the angle at which the arc is located is unaffected.
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Figure 3 – Plots of the magnetic field normalized by the furnace current as a function of the ingot height during a melt for two magnetic field sensors, located at different heights outside the furnace.

The arc location was recorded over 31" within the steady state segment of the melt, constituting 31 1” growth periods over which the arc diameter was calculated. Two of these growth periods, 0” and 20” into the steady-state melt, were arbitrarily selected to present a sample of the arc distributions that were measured during these melts. For each crucible, two melts were selected to compare the arc distributions throughout the melt. Figure 4 shows the arc distributions for each type of crucible at the selected growth periods. The power input at the top of the ingot is found by including the arc diameter in the distribution and assuming the current is evenly distributed. This assumption is weakest when there are only a few arc columns, but holds well for diffuse arcs with many columns or a single constricted arc. Figure 5 shows the power input for each of the growth regions shown above. The distributions are primarily axis-symmetric, which is a good indicator that the growth period is large enough to accurately determine an average arc diameter. By binning this information across two orthogonal axes, it is possible to examine cross-sections of the power input to the ingot during the entire steady-state portion of the melt, shown in figure 6. These power profiles are a useful way to analyze the homogeneity of an ingot and pick out regions that may require closer inspection, since the input power is known to impact the solidification of the ingot.

In addition to the melts previously described, a controlled, short duration side-arc was tested during a melt to study the resulting magnetic field distribution and test side-arc detection. FEM simulations of an arc column across the gap between the electrode and crucible sidewalls were used to predict the magnetic field...
strength at each sensor’s location, $B_z^SA$. The primary difference between the current path for a side-arc and that of an arc within the arc gap is that the side-arcing current is not significantly dispersed in the ingot as shown in figure 7. This difference disrupts the symmetry in the magnetic field, $B_N$, which can be detected by observing the changes in the fields over time.

Figure 4: Histograms showing the centroid of the arc distribution during steady state melting. The data is binned in 0.25” segments in each growth period to profile the centroid distribution as a function of the radius from the center of the furnace.

Figure 5: 2D distribution of the power input to the ingot over the growth periods. With the assumption that power is evenly distributed across the arc diameter, a uniform power density indicates a more diffuse arc, while non-uniform power density indicates more constriction.

Figure 6: Cross-section of the power input to the ingot during the melt as a function of the ingot height (ingot power profile) for various electrode diameters and melts. Data is shown for 31” of steady state melting, although the final ingots and their steady state melting periods may be longer. The power input to the ingot depends on the spatio-temporal properties of the arc, rather than the assigned melt profile, so that melts with the same assigned melt profile may result in different ingot power profiles.
The magnetic fields, $B_{SA}^2$, were superimposed with the magnetic field from a single arc in the arc gap, $B_{AG}^2$ according to equations 5 and 6:

$$I = (1 - \gamma)I^{AG} + \gamma I^{SA},$$

$$B_z = B_{AG}^z + B_{SA}^z.$$

with the current proportion, $\gamma$, varied from 0% to 100%. The simulated magnetic fields were compared to the experimental measurements to determine the strength of the side-arc. The results, included in figure 8, indicate that the ratio of the side-arc current to the arc gap arc during the experiment was approximately 26%.

Although the simulations and experimental data were closely matched, there are multiple sources of error that impacted the results. First, it should be noted that APS could not be used to determine the location of arcs within the electrode gap during the side-arc event, since the side-arc affects the tangential and radial magnetic field components. Instead, the arc location was found by comparing the measured magnetic fields to the superposition of each simulated arc location within the electrode gap and the simulated side-arc. While this eliminates any error from APS affected by the side-arc, the assumption of a single arc beneath the electrode still introduces error that accounts for differences between the simulation and the experiment. This most strongly affects the data during the side-arc, since it is a short duration and the arc within the electrode gap was observed to oscillate across the electrode at this time. Additionally, it is not known how much diffuse current transfer between the electrode and the crucible continues to occur during a side-arc, so the side-arc may have contained less than 26% of the total furnace current.

**Conclusions**

As the primary mode of energy transfer in VAR, the arc and its spatio-temporal properties are significant when considering the safety of the process and quality control of the product. The VARmetric™ system was developed to improve these aspects of VAR, with APS to monitor the location and distribution of the arc and side-arc detection to monitor the furnace for safety-critical events. Results from a VARmetric™ system on a production furnace at ATI Specialty Alloys & Components show the potential for the system to qualify furnaces and ingots, develop new melt profiles, and monitor day-to-day furnace operations.

Due to the complexity of a VAR furnace, the melt profiles to produce high quality material are developed for each furnace individually. This qualification process necessitates the expensive production and destructive analysis of ingots. The APS technology adds a new measurement that is directly related to the solidification of the ingot. Comparison between a new furnace’s operations and the operation of an established furnace should add additional feedback to furnace qualification and reduce the cost of the process. This could be achieved with visual or differential comparison of APS ingot and power profiles, or by performing solidification modeling using the observed power as an input.

Analysis of the APS profiles also adds a new way to monitor the quality of ingots produced in day-to-day operations. Solidification modeling with software such as MeltFlow, BAR or SOLAR is commonly used to predict macrosegregation defects, but requires assumptions about the energy distribution input to the molten ingot, usually considered to be 2D axisymmetric and Gaussian. The APS power profiles make it possible to model the specific power distribution observed on a melt to distinguish higher quality melts or sections of ingots. In the future, this measurement may be useful to predict segregation defects in real time and modify operations to improve the resulting ingot quality.

Side-arc detection also improves VAR process monitoring by detecting safety-critical conditions which may cause a breach in the crucible. VARmetric™ implements side-arc detection with an array of sensors around the furnace that monitor the vertical magnetic field component. The fields measured by rings of sensors use a proprietary algorithm to monitor changes in this field during melting. This technology was tested by inducing a short-duration, controlled side-arc that carried approximately 26% of the detected arc current directly from the electrode to the crucible wall. This
side-arc detection can operate in real-time to alert operators when such conditions arise and halt operations before the furnace is compromised.
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